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Abstract

While many uses of context sensitive expressions in lan-
guage are just communicative shortcuts, ways of suc-
cinctly referring to the relevant entities, there are also
cases where the information that needs to be communi-
cated is intrinsically indexical. To model this, one needs
a formal account of communication that relates the con-
text sensitivity of language to that of mental states and
action. In this paper, we develop a preliminary ver-
sion of such an account, using our theory of indexical
knowledge and action as a foundation. The account in-
cludes a formalization of the notion of mutual indexical
knowledge, a specification of the semantics of a commu-
nication language that includes indexicals, and a for-
malization of the pragmatics of declarative utterances
that supports reasoning about the ability of agents to
achieve goals by making such utterances.

Introduction

In previous work, we developed a formal account of
the relationship between indexical (context sensitive)
knowledge and non-linguistic action [12, 10]. We are
now investigating the relationship between the index-
icality involved in linguistic communication and that
implicated in thought and non-linguistic action. In
[12, 10], we argued that the knowledge required for
many types of non-linguistic action (e.g. robot nav-
igation, manipulation) is indexical. This leads us to
observe that while many uses of indexical expressions
in language are only communicative shortcuts, ways of
succinctly referring to the relevant entities, there are
also cases where the information that needs to be com-
municated is intrinsically indexical. For example, I can
help you get to my place by telling you where it is rel-
ative lo your curren~ posilion. Such situations, where
agents cooperatively accomplish a task using both lin-
guistic and physical acts, are good domains for study-
ing the interaction between the indexicality involved in
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at NTT Basic Research Laboratories, Musashino, Japan.

language and that involved thought and non-linguistic
action.

In this paper, we describe a preliminary version of
a theory that can model this kind of situation. The
theory accounts for the fact that neither the speaker
nor the hearer need know what objective proposition
was expressed by an utterance. It also accounts for the
perspective shift that occurs in comprehension -- how
speaker-relative knowledge gets mapped into hearer-
relative knowledge. A key feature of the proposed ap-
proach is that it tries to specify the cognitive signifi-
cance of the numerous indexicals in natural language
in terms of a few indexical knowledge primitives, that
is, the primitives self and now included in our earlier
work. We think that the theory also shows that the
"direct reference" account of the semantics of indexi-
cals is compatible with the view that their cognitive
significance involves descriptive concepts. We feel that
dealing with such semantics issues within an integrated
account of semantics and pragmatics can bring new per-
spectives onto the associated problems.

After outlining the formalism in which our theory is
specified in the next section, we will in turn present a
formalization of the notion of mutual indexical knowl-
edge, a semantic account of a communication language
that includes indexicals, and a simple formalization of
the pragmatics of declaratives that accounts for the
ability of agents to achieve goals through such utter-
ances.

Overview of the Formalism

Our theory is specified in a many-sorted quantified
modal logic that is an extended version of the formalism
used in our earlier work [12, 10]. The main difference
between our formalism and more standard ones is that
it allows attributions of indexical knowledge to be ex-~

pressed, for example, that Rob knows that he himself
was holding a cup five minutes ago.1 In such cases, what
is known is a "proposition" that is relative. It may be
relative to the knower, or to the time of the knowing, or

1 As well, this can be distinguished from having objective
knowledge, such as Rob’s knowing that he was holding a
cup at some specified time, say, 4:37pm.
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perhaps to other aspects of the context. To handle this,
our language includes two special terms: self, which de-
notes the current agent, and now, which denotes the
current time; we call these terms primitive indexicais.
Note that self and now are not intended to be for-
mal counterparts of similarly sounding English words
and often behave quite differently from any such words.
Non-logical (domain-dependent) symbols may also de-
pend on the current agent and time for their interpreta-
tion, for example, 3xHoLDING(x) may express the fact
that the current agent is currently holding something
-- we say that such symbols are non-primitive indezi-
cals. Our semantics handles this by interpreting terms
and formulas with respect to indices, which consist of a
possible-world (modeling the objective circumstances),
an agent and a time (modeling the context).

The language includes terms of several different sorts.
There are terms for ordinary individuals (as usual --
sort i), agent terms (sort a), temporal terms (sort 
and action terms (sort d). For each sort, there are both
variables and function symbols (i.e., functions whose
values are of the proper sort); as usual, constants are
taken to be 0-ary function symbols. There are also
terms that stand for expressions in the language used
by agents to communicate. Since the communication
language is largely a subset of the logic itself, it will be
introduced after the rest of the logic.

The atomic formulas include predications using pred-
icate symbols and terms, written R(O~, i.̄. 0n), which
are used to assert that 0~,... 0/~ stand in static relation
R at the current time for the current agent (0° stands
for a term of sort a). We also have equality expressions
(0t = 02), between terms of the same sort, as well as ex-
pressions of temporal precedence (0~ < 0~). We assume
that time is linearly ordered. Finally, Does(0d, 0t) is
used to assert that the current agent does action 0d

starting from the current time and ending at time 0t.

Non-atomic formulas may be composed using the
standard boolean connectives and quantifiers as well as
a set of modal operators. At(0t, ~0) means that ~ holds
at time 0t, that is, when 0t is taken to be the current
time. By(0a, ~o) means that ~o holds when 0a is taken
to be the current agent. [::]~o means that ~o is historically
necessary at the current time, that is, that ~o now holds
in all possible courses of events that are identical to the
current one up to the current time. We also introduce

def
a dual to Q: (>~o = -~u-~o.

Know(~0) is used to represent the fact that the cur-
rent agent knows at the current time that ~o. If ~o con-
tains indexical elements, Know(~o) should be taken 
attributing indexical knowledge, that is, knowledge the
agent has about himself and the current time. For ex-
ample, Know(HOLDING(x)) could mean that the agent
knows that he himself is currently holding the object de-
noted by x. The semantics for Know is a simple gen-
eralization of the standard possible-world scheme [9, 6].
The knowledge accessibility relation K is taken to hold
over indices rather than plain possible worlds. Infer-

mally, {{w, a, t), (w’, a’, t’}) E K if and only if as far 
agent a at time t in world w knows, it may be the case
that w~ is the way the world actually is and he is a~ and
the current time is t ~. Thus, we allow an agent to be
uncertain not only about what world he is in, but also
about who he is and what time it is. We assume that
the knowledge accessibility relation K is reflexive and
transitive, meaning that Know obeys the principles of
modal logic $4. We also assume that agents have per-
fect memory and always know what actions they have
done. Note that the more common version of Know
that specifies which agent knows a proposition is de-

fined as follows: Know(O~, 9) def= By(Oa, Know(~o));
similar definitions can be provided for other operators
such as Does, Can, etc.

To this we add the operator Goal drawn from Cohen
and Levesque’s formalism [3, 4]. Goal(~o) means that
~o follows from the agent’s goals at the current time. As
for Know, we interpret Goal as a relation over indices,
thus handling indexical goals (e.g., an agent’s goal that
he himself be holding a cup five minutes from now). We
assume that the goal accessibility relation G is serial,
meaning that Goal obeys the principles of modal logic
KD. We also assume G C K, that is, that the indices
that are consistent with what the agent has chosen are
not ruled out by his knowledge (realism).

As mentioned earlier, the communication language
handled is largely a subset of the logic itself; for exam-
ple, At(now + 5,pos(I)= here) is a term that stands
for that very sentence of the communication language
(and UTTRDCL(AI;(now+ 5, pos(I)= hero)) is an ac-

tion term that stands for the act of making a declar-
ative utterance of such a sentence). The communi-
cation language can be viewed as a kind of logical
form for a natural language or as an artificial language
for, say, communicating robots. Terms that stand for
communication language expressions fall into five sorts:
those that stand for communication language individual
terms (sort [), those that stand for agent terms (sort
A), those that stand for temporal terms (sort T), those
that stand for action terms (sort D), and those those
that stand for communication language formulas (sort
F). I and you are constants of sort A, here is a con-
stant of sort I, and now is a constant of sort T; all of
these are intended to behave like the corresponding En-
glish indexical. There are also function symbols of these
sorts (e.g., father0f (paul)). A denumerably infinite
subset of these is taken to stand for communication
language variables of the associated sort: It, I2,... for
individuals, AI, A2,... for agents, etc. We also include
terms of the form dthat(0) (where 0 is of sort I, 
T, or D) that behave like a referential use of 0 (dthat
is taken from Kaplan [8, 7]). The sort "communica-
tion language formula" (F) includes terms of the form:
R(e~,..., O,*), Does(Oz~, Or), (e~ = 02), (e~ < e~’), v,

F F F T F A F01 A02 , VV0 , At(0 ,0 ), By(0 ,0 ), and ~. These
terms are treated as non-logical (domain-dependent)
symbols by the logic; their "semantics" will be speci-
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fled axiomatically in a later section.
To talk more easily about a wider class of actions, it

is useful to extend the use of Does to a new syntactic
category, that of action expressions. These include ac-
tion terms as mentioned earlier, which represent simple
actions, skip, which represents the empty action and
takes no time, (61;~f2), which represents the sequential
composition of the actions ~fl and 62, and if(~o, 61,62),
which represents the action that consists in doing ac-
tion 61 if the condition ~o holds, and in doing action 62
otherwise. Formulas of the form Does(b, t) where
is an action expression, can be thought of as abbrevia-
tions that reduce to formulas where Does ranges only
over the simple action terms, in the obvious way. A
bounded form of "while loop" is also defined in terms
of conditionals and sequences.

Let us also define some dynamic-logic-style opera-
tors that will be used in our formalization of ability.
AfterNec(6, to), which is intended to mean "9 must
hold after F’, is defined inductively as follows:
AfterNec(0d, ~o) d ef DVvt(Does(Od’ vt ) D At(vt, ~o)),

where vt is a temporal variable that does not occur
free in

AfterNec(skip, 9) def

def
AfterNec((61 ;62), tP) 

AfterNec(61, AfterNec(~f2, ~a))

AfterNec(if(~c, 51,62), 9) 
(tPc D AfterNec(61, ~p)) A (-~fPc D AfterNec(62, 

Also, let PhyPoss(~f) def --AfterNec(~f, False).
PhyPoss(6) is intended to mean that it is "physically
possible" for self to do action ~f next (even though he
may not be able to do it because he does not know what
primitive actions 6 stands for). True (False) stands 
some tautology (contradiction).

Our formalization of ability, based on that of Moore’s
[14], says that the agent is able to achieve the goal
to by doing action 5, formally Can(~f, to), if and only
if he can do action 6 and knows that after doing 5,
the goal ~0 must hold: Can(6, to) dej CanDo(6)A
Know(AfterNec(6,~o)). CanDo(~) is defined 
tively as follows:2

CanDo(0d) def__
3vd Know(vd = 0d) A Know(PhyPoss(0d)), where

d daction variable v does not occur free in 0

CanDo(skip) def---- True

CanDo(61; 62) def= Can(61, CanDo(62))

2This way of defining Can is preferable to the one in
[10, 12] as it separates the knowledge prerequisites involving
the goal from the rest. The definitions of AfterNec and
PhyPoss given here are also changed; they now behave
exactly as their dynamic logic [5] counterparts do. See [11]
for further discussion.

CanDo(if(~, 61, 62)) d___ef (Know(p) A CanDo(61)) 
(Know(--~c) A CanDo(62))

Note that we eliminate Moore’s requirement that the
agent know who he is; instead, we require indexical
knowledge (see [13] for a discussion of why this is bet-
ter). Also, the fact that our account of ability is
based on a more expressive temporal logic allows it to
deal with actions whose prerequisites or effects involve
knowledge of absolute times and knowing what time it
is.

Mutual Indexical Knowledge

Analyses of communication use the notion of mutual
knowledge. In the usual definitions of this notion, it is
assumed that each agent knows who he is and knows
who the other agent(s) involved is (are). This ignores
the fact that agents may only know of themselves and
the other agent under some indexical description. For
example, suppose that John experiences love at first
sight for a beautiful stranger and immediately proceeds
to say "I love you" to this person. Yet they do not know
each other’s identity -- they haven’t been introduced.
John only knows of the hearer as "the agent who is
attending to me" or some other such indexical descrip-
tion, and similarly, the hearer only knows of him as the
"the agent whom I am attending to". Let’s define the
heater’s notion of the speaker, SforH, as "the one I am
attending", and similarly for the the speaker’s notion
of the hearer, HforS:

SforH d___ef La, ATTENDING(self, a,)

HforS d-4-ef eah ATTENDING(ah, self)

(we assume the standard definitions for the definite
description forming operator e). What kind of mu-
tual knowledge results from this utterance? Well, from
John’s point of view (i.e., assuming that self is John),
one has the following knowledge ordered by nesting
depth n:

n

1

2

KnOW(LOVES (self, HforS))

Know(Know(HforS, By(SforH,
LOVES(self, HforS))))

3 Know(Know(HforS, Know(SforH,
LOVES (self, HforS))))

Note how in the n = 2 case, the By operator is used
to get the proposition evaluated from the speaker’s per-
spective within the heater’s knowledge.

We define mutual indexical knowledge and associated
notions as follows:

a = KMK(OoIs, Osfo, ~o) MKnow(0oafs, Osfo, ~o) def a a

By(O~ s,f KMK(O~fo, 0oi8,a By(O~fo, tP)))

a = VnAKnow(n, Oofs, Os/o, 9)KMK(Oao/s, 04o, ~o) def a a
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AKnow(n, 0~1,, 0slo, 99) def
Know(9) if n = 1
Know(Know(8~ ,, By(8~a o, 9))) if Y Y
Know(Know(Oas, By(O~ o,f J

AKnow(n - 2, Oay,, 0sa/o, 9)))) if n 

For the above example, it is easy to check that given
these definitions, the formula at nesting depth n is
AKnow(n, HforS, SforH, LOVES(self, HforS)). As
well, the conjunction of all nesting depths, that is,
self’s one-sided mutual knowledge, can be expressed as
KMK(HforS, SforH, LOVES(self, HforS)). Finally,
one can attribute to self and the hearer mutual knowl-
edge of self’s love for the hearer -- the conjunc-
tion of their respective one-sided mutual knowledge --
by MKnow(HforS, SforH, LoVEs(self, HforS)). In
general, the formula MKnow(8~/s, 8~1o, 9) means that
agents self and 0o~ mutually know 9, where 9 is ex-
pressed from self’s point of view, and where oays is the
description under which self knows of the other agent
and O~a/o is the description under which the other agent
knows of self. 3 The notion of mutual indexical belief
could be defined in a similar manner.

Semantics of the Communication

Language

A theory of linguistic communication as rational inter-
action of the kind proposed by Cohen and Levesque [4]
must include a specification of the semantics of the com-
munication language under consideration. If this lan-
guage includes indexicals or other context sensitive ele-
ments, the semantic specification must deal with them.
The most obvious way of doing this would be to di-
rectly encode a semantic account along the lines of Ka-
plan’s [8, 7] in the logic. This would involve introduc-
ing terms that denote possible worlds and contexts into
the logic and defining a truth predicate over sentences
of the communication language taking such terms as
arguments.

Cohen and Levesque’s semantic specification in [3]
is set up to handle indexicals partly along these
lines: their semantic predicates TRUE, REFERS, and
FULFILL-CONDS, take the utterance event as argu-
ment. So, for example, their semantics might yield

~(TRUE ’I am hungry’ e)
- (SPEAKER e x) A (HUNGRY 

where ̄  is the utterance event.
How now could be handled in this approach is not

clear as an event type cannot determine the time, but
maybe this could be fixed. Another problem is that one
might have to duplicate some predicates, one version
taking an event as argument and the other not (e.g.,

3Note that it makes little sense to say that the agents
have mutual knowledge unless self knows that he is 0~/o
from O~is’s perspective and similarly for the other agent;
perhaps this should be made part of the definition.

(PYRAMID x e) and (PYRAMID x) to handle the demon-
strative "this pyramid"). But a more serious problem
is that the way utterance events are individuated is in-
appropriate if one is to account for what agents need
to know to be able to achieve their goals by making
speech acts (as in Appelt’s work [1]). In the approach
sketched above, utterance events determine not only the
sentence used, but also who the speaker and addressee
are, where the utterance is made, perhaps what gestures
are made, etc. But speakers cannot be guaranteed to
know all the contextual facts involved in an utterance.
A speaker might not know who he’s addressing, what
he’s pointing at, where he is, what time it is, who he
is, etc. An account of ability to achieve goals by mak-
ing speech acts must refer to utterance acts narrowly
individuated, that is, just in terms of the sentence ut-
tered. Now perhaps one could have both kinds of events
around and relate them, but this seems unnecessarily
complex.

Let us describe an alternative semantic account that
does not appeal to utterance events widely individu-
ated, and is thus more compatible with a theory of
ability. Perhaps the main insight of Kaplan’s work on
the semantics of indexicals is that one must distinguish
between the utterance context and possible worlds or
indices where an expression might be evaluated. Thus,
while any utterance of "I am here now" must be true, an
utterance of "necessarily I am here now" is (most likely)
false. As well, "I will be here 5 minutes from now" need
not be true and a sincere utterance of it is quite infor-
mative. These results are due to the fact that natural
language indexicals refer to whatever entity they de-
note in the context of utterance; this applies no matter
which world or index the expression is evaluated in.

The idea behind our proposal is to interpret or trans-
late the communication language expression into an ex-
pression in the logic while getting any indexical evalu-
ated outside any modal context; indexicals get quanti-
fied out. So for example, for "I will be here 5 min. from
now", we get

~TRUE(At(now + 5, pos(1) = here))
= VaVtVp(a = self h t : now A p : POS(self) D

At(t + 5, POS(a) ---- 

where TrtUE(8F) is intended to mean that commu-
nication language sentence 0F would be true if ut-
tered by self at time now. Note that the formula
on the right hand side is not valid, while the direct
translation of At(now + 5, pos(I) = here) into the logic,
At(now + 5, eos(self) = POS(self)), is. Similarly, 
"I am here now", we get:

~TRUE(pos(I) = here)
= wvp(. = se]f A p = POS(self) > Pos(a) 

whose right hand side is valid. But for "necessarily I
am here now", we get

~TRUE(MNe¢(pos(I) here)) --
VaVp(a - self A p---- POS(a,) D MNec(Pos(a) 
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whose right hand side is not valid.4

So the idea is straightforward. What is a bit tricky
is getting a compositional specification of TRUE. Let’s
look more closely at the "I will be here 5 min. from
now" example. Notice that the expression in the logic
associated with this communication language sentence
consists of two parts: a set of constraints on the values
of variables associated with the indexicals a = self At =
now A p = eos(self) and a sentence specifying the
content of the utterance in terms of these variables
At(t + 5, Pos(a) = p). The constraints associated 
the indexicals are moved out of the modal context in
the content. Our compositional interpretation of com-
munication language expressions generally follows this
pattern: it concurrently builds the content and set of
constraints associated with the expression. We write
|0F] = (io, io’) to specify that the content io with con-
straints io’ is associated with communication language
sentence 0F. Based on ~0F]~, the semantics is specified
by the following schema:

Assumption 1

k TRUE(0F) ---- VV(IO’ D io)),
where ~oF~] = (io, io’) and
V is the set of all free variables in io’ that belong to I~

¼ is a set of variables which may be substituted for
indexicals in moving them out of modal contexts; it
includes a denumerably infinite number of such vari-
ables for each sort i, a, t, and d. Also, let f be a one-
one function that maps each constant that stands for a
communication language variable into a variable of the
appropriate sort (its interpretation) and such that 
constant is mapped into an element of ~.

The following rules specify the content and con-
straints associated with communication language
terms:

~I~ = (va, va = self), a E

~you] = (v a,va = Hfors), va E Vi

= (.,,., = now), .’ e v,
~here~] = (vi, vi ---- POS(self)), Vi e

~V~ = (f(V),True)

~dthat(O)] = (v, ioAv 0’) if f II [0] = (0’, io), provided
that v E P~ is not free in io

[:~(01,..., On)] = (F(Oi,..., On), iol A ... A ion) iff
~01~ = (01,tol), ..., ~0,~] = (0",io,~) provided 
iol,...,ton have no free variables belonging to ~ in
common

For formulas, we have the following rules:

~[R(01/,...,0/)] (R(O1,...,On),IOl A .. . A io iff
[011~I -__ (01, iol), ¯ ¯., ~0/~ ---- (On, ion), provided 

4MNec stands roughly for metaphysical necessity.MNec(~) d__~t VvtAt(vt’ [::3~), where t does not occur free

in ~, that is, MNee stands for "always historically neces-
sary"; this approximation of metaphysical necessity is good
enough for our purposes.

iol,...,ion have no free variables belonging to ~ in
common

[01 -- 02~ "- (0 i "-- 0~, iol A io2) iff ~Ol] = (0~, iol) and
[0~] = (0~, iog.), provided that iol and io2 have 
free variables belonging to Y~ in common

[Does(0D, oT)] = (Does(0a, 0*), iod A io,) iff [oDin =
( Od, iod) and ~oW~ = (0t, iot), provided that iod and
iot have no free variables belonging to t~ in common

[~OF] = (~io, io’) iff E] = @,io’)
[0 F A 0~ = (io~ A io=, io~ A ion) iff ~0~ = (ion, ion)

and [Of] = (io2, io~), provided that io~ and io~ have
no free variables belonging to ~ in common

~/V 0F] = (Vf(V) io, io’) [OF]= (io, io’}
[At(OT, oF)] = <At(O, io), ioe A io’> iff gOT] = (0, ioe)

and [OF] = (io, io’), provided that ioo and io’ have
no free variables belonging to 1~ in common

[oOF] = (t2io, io’) iff [~0F] = @, io’)

The rules for 0T < 02z and By(OA, 0F) are similar to
that for 01 = 02 and At(0T, 0F) respectively. The inter-
pretation assigned to the examples can be checked to
follow from these rules. We would like to extend this to
handle attitude reports. This raises difficult problems
though. In this case the strategy of moving indexicals
out of modal contexts only yields de re readings. One
would also want an account of why some non- de re read-
ings and not others are suggested by such utterances
depending on the context.

Communicative Acts and Ability
In this section, we develop a simple account of the prag-
matics of declaratives in the style of Appelt [1]. The
account uses the communication language semantics of
the previous section, and thus can deal with indexical-
ity in the communication language as well as in thought
and action. The account also allows one to model (and
reason about) the ability of agents to achieve goals by
making utterances. Note that the account is quite sim-
plistic in that it ignores the possibility of insincerity,
irony, indirect speech acts, etc.

We formalize declaratives as follows. Our first as-
sumption says that it is physically possible for self to
make a declarative utterance of sentence 6F if and only
if he is addressing a unique hearer who is attending only
to him, he knows that the sentence is true, and he wants
the hearer to know that the sentence is true from the
speaker’s perspective:

Assumption 2 (Preconditions of UTTRDCL)
~PhyPoss(UWTRDCL(0F)) 

Va(a = self D By(HforS, SforH = a)) 
Know(TRUE(0F)) A
Goal(Know(HforS, By(SforH, TRUE(0F))))

Note that it would be better to talk about belief rather
than knowledge in this formalization. However, ability
to achieve goals by doing complex actions requires that
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the agent remember relevant facts about the initial sit-
uation and the results of previous actions; in the case of
knowledge, this can be taken care of by assuming that
knowledge is persistent; but the analogous assumption
for belief would be much less reasonable; an account of
belief revision would be needed. It would also be bet-
ter to talk about intention rather than Goal; we could
borrow Cohen and Levesque’s formalization of inten-
tion [2] to provide for that. We will try to alleviate
these deficiencies in future versions of the account.

Our second assumption says that if self and the
hearer mutually know that self is addressing a unique
agent who is attending only to him, then after self ut-
ters declarative sentence 0F, it must be the case that
self and the hearer have the mutual indexical knowl-
edge that self has just uttered the sentence:s

Assumption 3 (Effects of UTTRDCL)
~MKnow(HforS, SforH,

Va(a = self D By(HforS, SforH = a))) 
AfterNec(UTTKDCL(0F),

MKnow(HforS, SforH, Done(UTTRDCL(0F))))

We also assume that agents always know how to make
declarative utterances:

Assumption 4 (UTTRDCL is known)
BdKnow(d = UTTRDCL(0F))

From these assumptions, one can then show that if
self and the hearer mutually know that self is ad-
dressing a unique agent who is attending only to him,
and self knows that sentence 0F is true and wants the
hearer to know that 0F is true from the speaker’s per-
spective, then by making a declarative utterance of 0F,

self is able to achieve the goal that he and the hearer
have mutual indexical knowledge that when the sen-
tence was uttered, the speaker knew that the sentence
was true and wanted the hearer to know that it was
true from the speaker’s perspective:

Proposition 1
~MKnow(HforS, SforH,

Va(a = self D By(HforS, SforH = a))) 
Know(TRuE(0F)) 
Goal(Know(HforS, By(SforH, TRUE(0F)))) 
Can(UTTRDCL(0F),

MKnow(HforS, SforH,
DoneWhen(UTTRDCL(0F),

Know(TRUE(0F)) 
Goal(Know(HforS, By(SforH, TRUE(0F)))))))

If we instantiate this for the sentence "I will be here
5 rain. from now", we get that if it is mutually known
among self and the hearer that self is addressing a
unique agent who is attending only to him, and self

5Done(8) d__of DoneWhen(~, True). DoneWhen(~, 
means that self has just done ~ and that ~o was true

def t t twhen he started; DoneWhen(~, ~0) 3vs3v~(v~ = now A
t t t tAt(v,, Does(~, v~) A ~)), provided that vs and v~ are 

tinct and do not occur anywhere in ~o or ~.

knows that he will be at his then current position 5
min. later and wants the hearer to know it too, then by
uttering the sentence, self is able to achieve the goal
that he and the hearer mutually know that when the
sentence was uttered, the speaker knew that he would
be at his then current position 5 min. later and wanted
the hearer to know that too:

Proposition 2
~MKnow(HforS, SforH,

Va(a : self D By(HforS, SforH : a))) 
Know(~) ^ Goal(Know(HforS, By(SforH, ~))) D
Can(UTTRDCL(At(now + S, p0s(I) ---- here)),

MKnow(HforS, SforH,
DoneWhen(UTTRDCL(At(now + 5, pos(I) : here)),

Know(~) 
Goal(Know(HforS, By(SforH, ~))))))

def
where ~ =

VaVtVp(a = self A t : now A p = POS(self) 
At(t + 5, Pos(a) = 

Note that the knowledge involved in this example is
indexical; in particular, neither agent need know where
he is or what time it is. It should be possible to extend
this example and show that under the right conditions,
the agent can utter the sentence, go take care of some
business, and then return and meet with the hearer.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a framework where the
indexicality of language can be modeled and related to
the indexicality of mental states and action. Our se-
mantics for the indexical communication language does
not require terms denoting contexts to be introduced.
And our formalization of the pragmatics of declarative
utterances allows one to model the ability of agents to
achieve goals by making such utterances. This research
can be seen as providing a more accurate specification
of the reasoning that a communicating agent (natural
language interface, DAI system, etc.) must do to be
coherent and helpful.

In future work we plan to develop the framework to
the point where it can handle complex linguistic and
physical interaction between agents and their environ-
ment. Our account of ability needs to be extended to
handle plans involving multiple agents in a general way.
A formalization of the relationship between intention,
ability, and the eventual achievement of goals is also
needed. We need to verify that the semantics can han-
dle a wide range of indexical expressions. Some as-
pects of the design of the logic, the behavior of self
and now in particular, should perhaps be revised to
simplify the mapping of the communication language
into the logic. The current design favors simplicity and
conciseness at the expense of a simple relationship to
natural language. We also want to develop a more re-
alistic version of our pragmatics, handle other types of
speech acts, performatives, etc. Finally, we feel that
other issues at the intersection of semantics and prag-
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matics, such as reference, would gain to be examined
within a unified framework such as ours.
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